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SUMMARY

Key Highlights

Before designing their new R130 mountain bike, Robot
Bike Co approached GRM Consulting to use their
embedded SOLIDWORKS topology optimisation software,
TruForm SW, to ensure their new components would be
as lightweight and cost effective as possible. The first
component which Robot Bike Co optimised was a rocker
mounted on the frame which allows the suspension to
travel 130mm (hence the R130) vertically. Using GRM's
TruForm SW software, Robot Bike Co were able to reduce
the mass of the rocker by 27% when compared to the
R160 rocker, while at the same time improving torsional
stiffness and reducing stress by over 50%.

Industry
Mountain Biking, Cycling Technology
Challenge
Design light-weight rocker component
without compromising on performance.
GRM Solution
Topology optimisation using TruForm SW
Outcomes
 Reduced mass by 27%
 Reduced stress by 50%
 Increased torsional stiffness

“GRM’s TruForm SW software, combined with GRM’s insight, allowed us to develop light-weight
components regardless of what manufacturing process we used. The rocker was a CNC machined
part and we were still able to reduce weight by 27% when compared to our previous R160 frame.”
Rob Gow – Senior Product Designer at Robot Bike Co
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Advanced Cycling Technology
Bicycles need to be light. Anyone who has attempted to climb rugged terrain or descend at speed
down mountain trails appreciates the need for a lightweight, responsive frame. Even a few grams
can be the difference between mounting that summit, or heading down for an early bath. For Robot
Bike Co, who create custom-fitted mountain bikes for truly dedicated riders, this is even more critical
than for most bike designers. GRM Consulting’s topology optimisation software was brought onboard to guide the development of a lightweight rocker for the R130 with support from GRM's
technical team.
What’s so special about Robot Bike Co?
Robot Bike Co are world-leading manufacturers of custom-fitted bikes
for dedicated riders that demand the best performance available.
They’re designed to be long-lasting, lightweight machines, with
custom geometry and full suspension frames. The engineers,
designers, and cycling professionals that build them work at the
cutting-edge of design, simulation and test, making them a perfect fit
for GRM Consulting’s software.

TruForm SW is an add-in for SOLIDWORKS that allows users
to take advantage of a generative design technique known
as topology optimisation. Topology optimisation is a
mathematical method which removes any material surplus
to requirements, based on the applied loads and boundary
conditions. With TruForm SW, these studies are all
conducted from within the SOLIDWORKS environment using
simulation study data. This means designers and engineers
can apply the necessary material in the most structurally
efficient way, ensuring their designs are both lightweight
and cost-effective.

Figure 1 – Design Space

In the case of Robot Bike Co’s rocker component, the first
thing to do was define the maximum available package
volume in which the rocker could fit as shown opposite in
Figure 1. This would provide the design space for the
optimisation.
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was then run for they key load
cases using SOLIDWORKS simulation as shown opposite in
Figure 2. These simulation studies were subsequently used
as the basis for the topology optimisations which were
conducted in TruForm SW.
Figure 2 – Simulation Study
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Optimisation Workflow

Figure 3 – Load Case 1
Optimisation Result

Figure 4 – Load Case 4
Optimisation Result

Figure 5 – Design Interpretation

Initially Robot Bike Co set up and ran a simulation study for the most aggressive load case which is a
bottoming out force applied at the rear axle (Load Case 1). This is the load case under which they
predict an actual failure occurring during use. The initial topology optimisation was run for this load
case with a target weight of 200 grams. The results of this optimisation can be seen in Figure 3.
Following the initial topology optimisation conducted for the aggressive bottoming out load case at
the rear axle, a topology optimisation was conducted for a lateral load applied at the rear tyre
contact patch with the ground (Load Case 4). This load case ensures the component has the required
stiffness characteristics in order to give the bike the correct “feel” when in use. The results of this
optimisation can be seen in Figure 4.
At this point the team started to interpret the optimisation geometry into something that could be
manufactured and was aesthetically acceptable. This design interpretation is shown in Figure 5.
What is TruForm SW?
TruForm SW is an integrated design exploration
tool for SOLIDWORKS which allows users to
develop new designs, identify and resolve design
issues, and reduce the mass and material cost of
existing designs. Within the familiar SOLIDWORKS
environment, TruForm SW guides design
engineers towards the lightest, most cost effective
structure, reducing the time spent developing and
hence minimising the time to market.

This initial concept design was then reviewed with the industrial design team. The feedback from the
industrial designers was that the bulk of material on the top of the part needed to be removed. This
meant a new package volume needed to be defined taking into account the initial topology
optimisation results as well as the feedback from the industrial design team.
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Figure 6 – Revised Design
Space

Figure 7 – Load Case 1
Optimisation Result

Figure 8 – Design
Interpretation Phase 2

This new design space geometry (Figure 6) was then put through the optimisation for Load Case 1
(Figure 7) and re-interpreted into an updated design (Figure 8). A new model was created based on
this optimised geometry and subsequently re-validated in FEA against Load Case 1 and Load Case 4.
During this validation procedure Robot Bike Co not only looked at the peak stresses but also did a
direct comparison against the equivalent part on the R160 for which they had physical test data.
Who are GRM Consulting?
GRM Consulting is an FEA software vendor and engineering consultancy
founded in 2003 on the basis of CAE-led design. Within its core is the
development and application of design optimisation methodologies to
solve complex engineering problems in the most efficient, cost effective
way. GRM’s CAE-led approach to design coupled with Robot Bike Co’s
desire to produce high-end precision engineered components made the
collaboration a perfect fit.
Following the FEA validation shown in Figure 9, the final part
was then sent to the chosen manufacturer to discuss design
for manufacture issues. This resulted in some further minor
modifications, leading to the final production component
which can be seen in Figure 10.
At the end of this topology optimisation led design process,
Robot Bike Co had ultimately developed a rocker which was
50g (27%) lighter than the equivalent part on their R160 bike,
bringing the weight down to 135g from 185g – a few grams
might not sound like much but when you’re halfway through
an all-day ride on rough terrain, it makes all the difference!

Figure 9 – Simulation Validation

Figure 10 – Final Rocker Design
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